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JIANGSU CHANGJING ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD

BATTERY PROTECTION IC FOR 1-CELLPACK

CJDW01A
Description

The CJDW01A is a protection IC for over-charge/discharge of rechargeable one-cell Lithium-ion(Li
+)/Lithium polymer excess load current, further include a short circuit protector for preventing large
external short circuit current and Excess discharge-current.

Features
 High Accuracy VoltageDetection

Overcharge Detection Voltage
Overcharge Release Voltage

4.30V ±50mV
4.10V ±50mV

Overdischarge Detection Voltage 2.5V ±100mV
Overdischarge Release Voltage
Discharging Overcurrent Detection Voltage
Short Detection Voltage

 Low Current Consumption
Normal Mode Typ. 2μA Max. 6μA

Standby Mode Max. 1.0μA

2.9V ±100mV
0.15 V ±30mV
0.82V～1.75V

 Delay times are generated by an internal circuit (external capacitors are unnecessary)
Overcharge delay time 110ms Typ.

Overdischarge delay time 60ms Typ.
Discharge overcurrent delay time 7ms Typ.

Load short-circuiting detection delay 4400μs Typ.
 Two-step overcurrent detection circuit is included. (Discharging Overcurrent and load short-circuiting)

 0V charge function is allowed
 Charger detection function is allowed

 Package: SOT23-6

Application
 Lithium-ion rechargeable battery pack
 Lithium polymer rechargeable battery pack
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BATTERY PROTECTION IC FOR 1-CELL PACK CJDW01A
Serise
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Marking and

Product List

Product
Name

Over- charge
Detection Voltage

Over- charge
Release Voltage

Over- discharge
Detection Voltage

Over- discharge
Release Voltage

Discharge Overcurrent
Detection Voltage

VDET1 VREL1 VDET2 VREL2 VDET3
V V V V V

CJDW01A 4.300 4.100 2.500 2.900 0.150

Block Diagram

A

Pin Configurations

Pin No. Name Description
1 DOUT Over-discharge protect control output

2 V- Negative power supply of charger side

3 COUT Over-charge protect control output

4 NC NO connection

5 VDD Positive power supply

6 VSS Negative power supply of battery side

LOT No.
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BATTERY PROTECTION IC FOR 1-CELL PACK CJDW01A
Serise

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Parameter Rating Unit

Supply Input Voltage, VDD -0.3~10 V

V- Terminal Input Voltage VDD-35～ VDD+0.3 V

COUT Terminal Output Voltage VDD-35～ VDD+0.3 V

DOUT Terminal Output Voltage VSS-0.3～ VDD+0.3 V

Junction Temperature -40~85 ℃

Storage Temperature Range -40~125 ℃

Electrical Characteristics
Unless otherwise specified, TA=25℃.
Parameter Symbol Test Conditions Min Typ Max Unit
Detection Voltage

Overcharge Detection Voltage VDET1 -- 4.250 4.300 4.350 V

Overcharge Release Voltage VREL1 -- 4.050 4.100 4.150 V

Overdischarge Detection Voltage VDET2 -- 2.400 2.500 2.600 V

Overdischarge Release Voltage VREL2 -- 2.800 2.900 3.000 V

Discharging Overcurrent Detection Voltage VDET3 -- 0.120 0.150 0.180 V

Short Detection Voltage VSHORT VDD=3.6V 0.82 1.36 1.75 V

0V battery charger starting charger voltage V0CH -- 1.20 -- -- V

Charger detection voltage VCH -- -0.86 -0.50 -0.27 V

Detection Delay Time

Overcharge detection delay time tVDET1 VDD=3.6V ～4.4V -- 110 150 ms

Overdischarge detection delay time tVDET2 VDD=2.0V ～3.6V -- 60 80 ms
Overdischarge Release detection delay
time tVREL2 1.2 1.8 2.4 ms

Discharging Overcurrent detection delay
time tVDET3 VDD=3.6V 5 7 10 ms

Load short-circuiting detection delay tVSHORT VDD=3.6V -- 400 600 μs

Current Consumption

Current Consumption IDD VDD=3.9V -- 2.0 6.0 μA

Current Consumption at Stand-By IS VDD=2.0V -- 0.7 1.0 μA

Output Resistance

CO Pin Resistance “L” -- -- 4 -- MΩ

CO pin Output “H” Voltage VOCH VDD=3.9V,ICO=10μA VDD-0.4 VDD-0.2 -- V

DO pin Output “H” Voltage VODH VDD=3.9V,IDO=10μA VDD-0.4 VDD-0.2 V

DO pin Output “L” Voltage VODL VDD=2.0V,IDO=10μA -- 0.2 0.4 V

V- Internal Resistance
Internal Resistance Between V- and VDD RVMD VDD=1.8V,V-=0V 100 300 900 KΩ

Internal Resistance Between V- and VSS RVMS 15 30 45 KΩ
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BATTERY PROTECTION IC FOR 1-CELL PACK CJDW01ASerise
Description of Functions

Normal Status
The CJDW01A detect the battery voltage as VDD voltage, and the battery current as V-
voltage.When the VDD terminal voltage is in the range from overdischarge detection voltage(VDET1)
to overcharge detection voltage(VDET2) and V- terminal voltage is in the range from faulty charge
detection voltage (VCH) to discharge overcurrent detection voltage (VDET3), COUT and DOUT
output H level, and external Nch MOSFET turns on. In this mode the battery pack can be
discharged and charged freely.
Overcharge Status
●Protection condition
When the battery voltage becomes higher than the overcharge detection voltage (VDET1) during

charging under the normal condition and the detection continues for the overcharge detection delay
time (tVDET1) or longer, the CJDW01A Series turns the charging control FET off to stop charging.
This condition is called the overcharge condition.
●Recovery condition
The overcharge condition is released by the following two cases:
(1) When the battery voltage falls below the overcharge release voltage (VREL1), the CJDW01A
Series turns the charging control FET on and turns to the normal condition.
(2)When a load is connected and discharging starts, the CJDW01A Series turns the charging
control FET on and returns to the normal condition. Just after the load is connected and
discharging starts, the discharging current flows through the parasitic diode in the charging control
FET. At this moment the V- pin potential becomes Vf, the voltage for the parasitic diode, higher
than VSS level. When the battery voltage goes under the overcharge detection voltage (VDET1)
and provided that the V- pin voltage is higher than the overcurrent detection voltage(VDET3), the
CJDW01A Series releases the overcharge condition.
When a charger is connected after the overcharge detection, the overcharge condition is not
released even if the battery voltage is below the overcharge release voltage (VREL1). The
overcharge condition is released when the V- pin voltage goes over the charger detection voltage
(VCH) by removing the charger.
Overvoltage discharge protection / power-down state
●Protection condition
When the battery voltage falls below the overdischarge detection voltage (VDET2) during
discharging under the normal condition and the detection continues for the overdischarge detection
delay time (tVDET2) or longer, the CJDW01A Series turns the discharging control FET off to stop
discharging. This condition is called the overdischarge condition. When the discharging control
FET is turned off, the V- pin voltage is pulled up by the resistor between V- and VDD in the IC.
When the V- voltage is always higher then the Short Circuit Detection Voltage(Vshort) . the current
consumption is reduced to the power-down current (IS)consumption . This condition is called the
power-down condition.
●Recovery condition
The overdischarge status will be released by two cases:
The power-down condition is released when a charger is connected and the voltage difference
between the V- and VDD becomes Vshort or higher. Moreover when the battery voltage becomes
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the overdischarge detection voltage (VDET2) or higher, the CJDW01A Series turns the discharging
FET on and returns to the normal condition.
The power-down condition is released when a charger is not connected If the battery voltage
becomes higher than the overdischarge release voltage (VREL2), release from overdischarge mode.

Discharge Overcurrent detection, Short detection
●Protection condition
If the V- terminal voltage becomes higher than the discharge overcurrent detection voltage (VDET3),
and the status lasts for the overcurrent detection delay time (tDET3),the CJDW01A detect discharge
overcurrent mode of the battery. And If the V- terminal voltage become higher than the short detection
voltage (Vshort), and the status lasts for the short detection delay time (tshort) ,the CJDW01A detect
short detection mode. In these mode DOUT terminal turns to L level and discharge control FET turns
OFF, therefore it protect the battery pack and system from large current discharge.

●Recovery condition
In the overcurrent discharge/battery short circuit protection state, when the V- Pin voltage is
lowered from high to below the overcurrent discharge protection threshold VDET3, and the duration
exceeds the overcurrent discharge recovery delay time tVDET3, CJDW01A can return to the normal
state. Therefore, in the overcurrent discharge/battery short circuit protection state, the CJDW01A can
“self-recover” when all discharge loads are canceled. After the CJDW01A returns to the normal state,
the discharge control Pin DOUT will output a high level, so that the external charging control FET
returns to the on state.

Charger detection
When a battery in the overdischarge condition is connected to a charger and provided that the V- pin
voltage is lower than the charger detection voltage (VCH), the CJDW01A Series releases the
overdischarge condition and turns the discharging control FET on when the battery voltage becomes
equal to or higher than the overdischarge detection voltage (VDET2) since the charger detection
function works. This action is called charger detection. When a battery in the overdischarge
condition is connected to a charger and provided that the V- pin voltage is not lower than the
charger detection voltage (VCH), the CJDW01A Series releases the overdischarge condition when
the battery voltage reaches Overdischarge Release Voltage (VDEL2) or higher.

0V Battery Charging Function
Even if the battery is completely discharged, if the charger which voltage is larger than 0V battery
charge permission charger voltage is connected, COUT terminal output H level. And the charging to
the 0V battery is permitted.
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Typical Application Circuit

Symbol Part Min. Typ. Max. PurPose

R1 Resistor - 100Ω 500Ω For voltage fluctuation

R2 Resistor 500Ω 1kΩ 1.3kΩ Current limit for charger reverse connection

C1 Capacitor 0.01uF 0.1uF 1.0uF For voltage fluctuation

DFET
CFET Nch MOS FET - - - Charge and discharge control

Application hints
R1 and C1 stabilize a supply voltage fluctuation. However, the detection voltage rises by the current
consumption of IC when R1 is enlarged, and the value of R1 is adjusted to 500ohm or less. Moreover,
adjust the value of C1 to 0.01uF or more to do the stability operation,please.
R1 and R2 resistors are current limit resistance if a charger is connected reversibly or a high-voltage
charger that exceeds the absolute maximum rating is connected. R1 and R2 may cause a power
consumption will be over rating of power dissipation, therefore the `R1+R2` should be more than 1kohm.
Moreover, if R2 is too enlarged, the charger connection release cannot be occasionally done after the
overdischarge is detected, so adjust the value of R2 to 1.3Kohm or less, please.

DW01A
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NOTICE
JSCJ reserves the right to make modifications,enhancements,improvements,corrections or other
changes without further notice to any product herein. JSCJ does not assume any liability arising
out of the application or use of any product described herein.

SOT-23-6L Package Outline Dimensions

SOT-23-6L Suggested Pad Layout

Symbol Dimensions In Millimeters Dimensions In Inches
Min. Max. Min. Max.

A 1.050 1.250 0.041 0.049
A1 0.000 0.100 0.000 0.004
A2 1.050 1.150 0.041 0.045
b 0.300 0.500 0.012 0.020
c 0.100 0.200 0.004 0.008
D 2.820 3.020 0.111 0.119
E1 1.500 1.700 0.059 0.067
E 2.650 2.950 0.104 0.116
e 0.950(BSC) 0.037(BSC)
e1 1.800 2.000 0.071 0.079
L 0.300 0.600 0.012 0.024
θ 0° 8° 0° 8°
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SOT-23-6L Tape and Reel
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